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Summary 
 
 

In the early 20th century the world came to see several great innovators who 
would change almost everything of the current philosophy and rules of 
manufacturing. One important ideology and philosophy of an organization’s 
survival and also the endeavor to evolve, is the concept of Continuous 
improvements. Since the World noticed Lean, thousands and thousands of 
companies around the world have tried to understand and implement its 
methods and tools.  

According to Keyte and Locher (2004), 90 percent of waste elimination 
opportunities in a manufacturing company can be found outside of direct 
manufacturing, in the administrative processes. Armour (1998) states that 
communication is one of the most vital and significant activities that exist in 
a work situation, and at the case company there are several processes that the 
lack of communication from the management creates problems.  

The case study reveals and focuses on the faults and flaws within the 
communication and information chain. The objective of this case study is to 
find a standardized way to minimize administrative ways and improve the 
information quality. The purpose of this study is to help the authors increase 
our general understanding how information flows between a company and 
their dealers and customer, on a domestic and foreign market. 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Sedan tidigt 1900 har världen fått se flera stora innovatörer som kom till att förändra 
filsofin och reglerna för till tillverkning för alltid. En viktig ideologi och filosofi för ett 
företags överlevnad och möjlighet till utvecklig är konceptet ständiga förbättringar. 
Sedan Lean blev känt har tusentals företag och organisationer anammat och 
implementerat filosofins metoder och verktyg. 
 
Enligt Keyter and Locher (2004), finns 90 procent av slöserier inom ett tillverkande 
företag utanför tillverknings processerna och i de administrativa processerna. Armour 
(1998) hävdar att kommunikation är en av det viktigaste och vitala aktiviteterna inom en 
organisation, och hos fallföretaget finns flertalet processer där bristen på 
kommunikation från ledningen skapar problem. 
 
Fallstudien fokuserar och belyser felen och bristerna inom kommunikation och 
informationskedjan hos fallföretaget. Målet med studien är att finna ett standardiserat 
arbetsätt för att minska de administrativa förlusterna och förbättra informationsflödets 
kvalité. Syftet med studien är att öka förståelsen för hur information flödar från ett 
företag gentemot dealers och kunder på en inhemsk och utländsk marknad. 
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Abstract 
 

The purpose of the case study is to create a greater understanding of how the 
case company works with communication and information between the company 
and its customers and dealers. The objective of this thesis is to map the invisible 
value chain for a manufacturing company and make their information flow 
visible and point out flaws in the communication process between its customers 
and dealers. 

Theory and empirical findings will be analyzed and result in different 
recommendations and suggestions from the authors. The recommendations are 
discussed with a positive and a negative attributes to broaden the reader’s 
perspective. All the recommendations have been carefully selected to make sure 
an implementation would make the information flow more efficient for the case 
company. 

Keywords: Communication, Information, Information flow, Lean administration, 
Administrative waste, Change management. 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter will introduce the reader to the topic of our thesis. First we 
state some fundamental concepts and ideas in the background, which will 
lead to the problem discussion, problem formulation, purpose and 
objectives. Finally we state our limitations and explain our timeframe.  

1.1. Background 
 

In the early 20th century the world came to see several great innovators who 
would change almost everything of the current philosophy and rules of 
manufacturing. Taylor and his view on improving activities, Ford taught us 
the idea of improvement in to production lines. Sloan’s ideas on how 
efficiency could improve through divisional structure. The work of 
Deming’s and Juran were based on quality improvements. Last but not least 
there was Shingo and Ohno, who combined all the previous knowledge, and 
used it to develop The Toyota Production System who later on became 
known to the world by the name Lean production (Gonzales-Rivas and 
Larsson 2011). 

One important ideology and philosophy of an organization’s survival and 
also the endeavor to evolve, is the concept of Continuous improvements. 
Having a mind-set that’s never settled and always strive for constant 
improvement is a very good way for a business to reduce operating 
overhead. This method aims to identify opportunities to achieve a more 
streamlining work and enlighten different kind of waste. Muda is a 
collective name of different kind of waste that does not contribute any value 
for the end product. This way of working has its origin from the popularity 
of Lean and Kaizen in manufacturing and business. Now, thousands of 
companies worldwide, are using this method to identify savings 
opportunities, even though they operate in different markets (Leankit, 2015) 

Since the World noticed Lean, thousands and thousands of companies 
around the world have tried to understand and implement its methods and 
tools. Some have done it with great results, managed to reduce their muda 
and created value-adding processes. For some the “lean road to success” has 
not been so great, resulting in frustration and in-efficiency. Nevertheless, 
success or failure they have one thing in common, the implementation has in 
most cases been made on the plant floor or other direct operations (Keyte 
and Locher 2004). 

According to Keyte and Locher (2004), 90 percent of waste elimination 
opportunities in a manufacturing company can be found outside of direct 
manufacturing, in the administrative processes. The challenge of applying 
these Lean tools in different environment is to be creative and customize it 
so a meaningful result can be achieved. It may be surprising to some people 
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that all of the different Lean tools also can be implemented in administrative 
processes. Keyte and Locher, (2004).  

Companies worldwide have to handle information that flows through their 
organization. But a considerable amount of information is frequently not 
accurate. Some of the information is not even needed it is redundant. 
Generally the main problem lies in that information can flow through the 
whole organization without problems. In areas of manufacturing and 
production the Lean philosophy has had a great influence in companies 
worldwide, but not enough has been done in the field of improving the 
administrative processes (Bevilacqua, et al. 2015) 

The information flow and the analysis of the information gathered put the 
foundation of decision making for the organization. Good decision-making 
means fewer errors, and leads to a more cost efficient and efficient 
production, these factors leads to customer satisfaction (Albaum, 1964). 

“ In a business firm adequate and accurate information is essential in the 
formulation of policies and in the operation of the firm” (Albaum, 1964, 
p.21) 

There are some main differences between material flow and information 
flow at an office level. At this specific level, material flow is the actual flow 
of data, meaning actual papers or electronic that needs to take place to fulfill 
a service. Information system on the other hand is the programed 
mechanism that will trigger the next task in the process. Thin flow is to be 
found in both production systems and office systems. When comparing 
information systems at an office level with a production system several 
differences will appear. Information flow is loosely structured, and is hard to 
identify. Other aspects in the matter of office information flow is that the 
flow there is involved in several departments, which all support different 
value streams making it harder to visualize and map out (Keyte and Locher, 
2004). 

“Whenever there is a product for a customer, there is a value stream. The 
challenge lies in seeing it” (Rothner and Shook, 2003,p.3) 

 

1.2. Problem discussion 
 

A vital part and condition for a successful commitment is that there’s trust 
between both parties in the relationship. Often it’s not enough to know the 
other part is just trustworthy but also is fully committed for the cause and 
supporting the commitment. There are two different modes used to manage 
the relationship between an organization and their distribution, either 
through ownership, vertical integration, or through power. Also, using the 
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power method usually can create a tension in the collaboration. Over the last 
10 years it has become very trendy to develop and maintain a strong 
collaborative relationship between an organizations dealers and suppliers. 
Instead of using power and ultimatums to build relationships, organizations 
use motivations as a counterpoint to create the beginning of a relationship 
(Zineldin and Jonsson, 2001). 

A committed relationship, within a supply chain, between organizations and 
dealers is mutually beneficial. Data can easily be exchanged and in that way 
also minimize the organization’s resources. Time and resource reduction 
will lead to a superior financial perspective (Zineldin and Jonsson, 2001). 

The core and the most essential parts of a fully working relationship is 
communication and interaction between two or more parties. 
Communication can express itself in different ways, but one thing for sure is 
that communication links people and businesses together. The most valuable 
way to communicate effectively and exchange data, are people and the 
human society, not accounting systems, computer terminals or trading 
agreements. Mohr and Nevin (1990) explain that the frequency and quality 
of the exchanged information are substantial factors to determining the 
efforts giving to achieve each other’s goals and result in a working 
relationship. Trust and commitment are two vital constrains that are needed 
in a well-functioning communication chain. If one is missing the content 
could be viewed in a suspiciously way by the receiver who may inaccurately 
perceive or disport the message (Zineldin and Jonsson, 2001). 

During the 1990’s, the interaction and relationship between partners, 
alliance and buyers/suppliers a great attention due to reports reporting a 
decrease in shorter cycle times, fewer quality faults and reduced costs. These 
improvements came to exist through a more frequent and tighter 
collaboration with their suppliers and dealers. Therefore, the conclusion of 
the reports was that a better information communication lead to a generally 
higher efficiency between the value chains and administrates cost reductions 
(Minahan, 1998). 

Keyte and Locher (2004) state in their definition of administrative waste as, 
activities that adds cost to the company, but creates no value to the 
customer.  

The trouble most companies have regarding office activities is that the cost, 
service and quality are not in direct contact with serving the customer. This 
has led to that there are few or none measurements of impelling of the waste 
generated in these functions. While on the other hand plant floor have 
several tools to highlight and means to solve problems. Similar activities are 
needed in the office to enhance the maximization of work and to minimize 
muda (Keyte and Locher, 2004). 
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The relevance of this problem discussion is highly up to date due to the 
global present market and the eager to always strive to optimize the profit 
for an organization. It’s becoming more important nowadays to cut costs and 
produce products with high value as possible for the customers. According 
to Bergman and Klefsjö (2010), they state that companies need to 
continuously improve their process in all areas to keep up with the quality 
demands by the market and an advantage towards their competitors. The 
cost of poor and misuse of administrate routines is often not that easy to 
discover and enlighten. Therefore the administrate processes cost are 
forgotten and not enough resources are put it. Companies has during the past 
years understood that this is a major problem but still, there has not been any 
sufficient research in this topic compared to the improvement of production. 
As stated through the introduction and problem discussion, there is a lot of 
theoretical research made in the areas of improving production but the Lean 
thinking model has not been implemented all the way into the administrate 
processes. Therefore identifying office waste is currently a highly interesting 
subject for all companies and the society and that’s why this area is most 
relevant.  

 

1.3. Problem formulation 

Based on the previous facts presented in the background and problem 
discussion, our problem formulation for this thesis is therefore: 

 

How can a standardized external information flow increase the efficiency of 
administrative processes and reduce the administrative losses?  

 

1.4. Purpose and objectives 

The purpose of this study is to help the authors increase their general 
understanding how information flows between a company and their dealers 
and customers, on a domestic and foreign market.  

The objective of this thesis is to map the invisible value chain for a 
manufacturing company and make their information flow visible and point 
out flaws in the communication process between its customers and dealers. 
During this process the problems will become visible and a strategy to 
decrease administrative losses can begin. It is our intention that in the end of 
this case study has managed to create a basis for a general FAQ (Frequently 
Asked Questions) system.  
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1.5. Limitations 

This investigation is restricted to two markets where our case company 
operates. Requested by the company, our two pilot countries are Sweden and 
USA. However there is a good reason why these countries where chosen to 
be in this study. The Swedish market provides stabile sales records, 
frequently strong market shares and the company has a reliable relationship 
with the Swedish dealers and external product support companies. Therefore 
a clarification and documentation of the Swedish market were requested to 
compare to the US market. According to the company’s long-term goals and 
strategies, their aim is to grow and establish a more solid ground in the 
American market, which a comparison and benchmarking will be helpful.   

Another limitation the authors had to use is that the focus lies in mapping 
the external information flow and information handling. Figure 1 illustrates 
information flow in the Swedish market, while figure 2 illustrates the 
information flow in the US market.  

 
Figure 1 - Information flow in the Swedish market 
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Figure 2 - Information flow in the US market 

 
 

1.6. Timeframe 
 

Figure 3 shows how the time resource has been used during this project. The 
horizontal axis displays the calendar weeks and the vertical axis displays the 
different segments in this thesis. It is also stated how much time is covered 
in every phase. Worth pointing out is that during week 1 till week 11, we 
worked on half study speed (50%), and thereafter the remaining weeks at 
full study speed (100%).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Figure 3 - The timeframe for the case study 
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2. Research methodology 
 

This chapter will present the way this research has been developed. The 
research will be made as a case study, based on different research methods, 
which will be explained and motivated throughout the whole chapter. Also 
the reliability of the literature and the authenticity of the chosen research 
methods will be addressed.  

 
2.1 Case study 
 

The definition of a case study according to Businessdictionary (2011).  

“Documented study of a specific real life situation or imagined, scenario 
used as a training tool in business schools and firms.” 

The structure of the method is to prescribe the case and present observation 
and recommended solutions. The study is often used in situations where a 
process or a change is to be analyzed. The case can be a human being, a 
group of people, a company, a situation or an organization (Patel and 
Davidson, 2011). 

 

2.2 Research perspectives 
 

Thurén (2007) states that there are two main perspectives on how to gather, 
and gain scientific knowledge, those are positivism and hermeneutics. Both 
views have different perceptions how to interpret and conduct research in 
the surrounding. The positivistic approach means that the world around us is 
objective and the researcher and the community is two different elements. 
Therefore the researcher can execute the research in a neutral way by using 
our senses. Positivism is built upon that each relation in nature should be 
described and be explained through observations made by our senses, 
empiricism and logical thinking. The positivistic researcher trusts on 
empirical findings and logical reasoning to achieve facts. Worth pointing out 
is that positivism has two main sources to obtain knowledge, observations 
with our senses and what we can premeditate with logic (Thurén, 2007). 
 

According to Holme et al (1997) the hermeneutic perspective of knowledge 
is a view that is based on a person’s own apprehension, based on 
experiences, education and scientific work. The hermeneutic perspective 
contradicts the positivistic perspective and claims that the objective reality 
does not exist, but instead that there are several different apprehensions.  
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The hermeneutic researcher needs to chart the surrounding and how people 
interpret in specific situations. There are no specific correlations between 
different situations, hence the researcher must obtain an understanding for 
each specific context (Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 2002).  
The hermeneutic perspective of knowledge in contrast to positivism is based 
upon that all actions performed by humans have a motive, facts are gained 
through interpretations of human actions (Patel and Tebelius, 1987). 

The hermeneutic perspective is necessary due to the main source of 
empirical findings will be produced by interviews. This means that the 
authors will be involving interpretation of human behavior and their 
apprehension in situations. Therefore this perspective is needed when 
making this case study.  

 

2.3 Research approach 
 

The choice of scientific research approach is the choosing of which 
approach the researcher should be using to map reality and its relation 
between theory and empirical observation. Deduction, induction and 
abduction are three approaches to be to consider when performing a 
scientific research (Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 2002). 

A deductive approach can be characterized as “theory to empirical data”. 
Here the researcher gathers theoretical knowledge and expectations of 
reality to formulate a theory that will be tested on empirical data, to be 
verified or falsified. The expectations are based on previous empirical 
findings and proven theories (Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 2002). 

The inductive approach could be described as the opposite to a deductive 
approach. Here the empirical data and reality is the foundation, and the 
researcher can gather relevant information with no expectations. The 
empirical data is to be systemized and processed by using own theories and 
models. The objective by this approach is that nothing should restrain the 
data that the researcher gathers (Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 2002). 

Abduction can roughly be described as combination of the inductive and the 
deductive approach. The researcher gathers theoretical prerequisites through 
collecting information, which leads to a hypothetical pattern that enlightens 
and explains the situation. The hypothetical pattern then results in a specific 
theory, which is applied and tested on different cases (Patel & Davidson, 
2011). 

The inductive approach can describe the early stages of this study quite 
excellent where empirical findings were to be gathered with little theoretical 
knowledge. The study will contain a lot of empirical observations, gathered 
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in a hermeneutic perspective. The authors will use the deductive approach 
in the later stages, to gain as much theory as possible about this subject. As 
further the process proceeds the authors will be using the deductive method 
to create a general overview of the case problem. During this thesis the 
authors will be using a collaboration of theory and empirical findings, 
which means in the end, it will result of using the abduction method.  

 

2.4 Research data 

There are several different ways, and methods, to gather data and analyze 
the gathered information. According to Jacobsen and Thorsvik (2002) there 
are two ways to categorize research data: quantitative and qualitative. The 
quantitative method is a structured way and is therefore based on numbers, 
statistics and figures whereas the qualitative is based on observation and 
verbal formulation.  

Holme and Solvang (1997) states that all methods are working tools and 
qualitative and quantitative can be combined in the same study with good 
results because of their specific strengths and weaknesses. Quantitative data 
convert information in to numbers and quantities, which are used to make 
statistical analysis. The qualitative data is used in situations where the data 
cannot or should not be converted to numbers, situations that for example 
include social processes or interpretations (Holme and Solvang, 1997). 

In this thesis the main part of conducting data will be through interviews 
and observations, which means that the data collection results in a 
qualitative method. Also, this study will include the aspects of human 
behavior to help the authors get a broader and wider view of the case 
problem. Due to the way the data will be collected the study will not include 
the quantitative method. The timeframe are not sufficient enough for the 
authors to collect data for a quantitative method. Furthermore the case 
company does not have a structured way of working to collect and 
summaries their information flow, which where the data should be collected. 
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2.5 Data collection method 

There are different methods for how relevant empirical data can be 
collected. The objective is to select methods that will help the researcher 
answer the case studies questions. Methods that are useful and relevant for 
the authors for this case study are; 

§ Interviews 

§ Observation  

§ Literature review 

Interviews are a technique that is used to gather data through questions that 
can either be carried out through personal meetings or by telephone. There 
are different structures that an interview can be divided into; standardized, 
semi-structured or unstructured. A standardized interview is when all the 
questions are answered in a specific order, semi-structured allows the 
interviewer to change the questions or the order. An unstructured interview 
can be described as a regular dialogue where the questions take form 
gradually (Björklund and Paulson, 2012).  

In our everyday life observation is our key source to information, but here 
the input of information is at random. Observation is a tool to collect 
scientific data that needs do differ from the random collection of data. It 
needs to be systematically planned and the information needs to be 
registered (Patel and Davidsson, 2011). 

According to Patel and Davidsson (2011) there are two different structures 
of observations, structured and unstructured. A structured observation 
requires that the problem is specific and well defined to a given situation. 
The order of events is well detailed that the observer knows the process and 
what kind of behavior to examine. The unstructured approach is mainly used 
in an exploring purpose, where the objective is to gather as much data as 
possible in regarding to a topic. Using the unstructured approach requires a 
broad spectrum of both theoretical and empirical knowledge in the problem 
topic. After a finished observation it is essential that the observer as soon as 
possible review and document the results (Patel and Davidsson, 2011). A 
literature review is essential due to the knowledge and understanding the 
researcher needs to have regarding the selected subject (Bell, 2016). 

Patel and Davidsson (2011) explains that the denomination of documents 
have traditionally been used for information that is printed. But due to the 
technical development, data is now to be found in various forms such as; 
statistics, state papers, journals, literature, internet sources, video and audio 
documentation. 
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Literature can be used to answer questions regarding actual relations and 
course of events. Regardless of selected method, there lays a responsibility 
in the researcher’s selection of literature, both to critically evaluate literature 
and make sure not only to select material that will support his or hers own 
ideas and thesis (Patel and Davidsson, 2011). 

During the case study the authors have gathered information through 
interviews, observations, documents and questions. At the very start of this 
study a brief unstructured interview with the case company was held, to gain 
knowledge of the external information flow. 

The author’s main source of empirical data will come from semi-structured 
interviews with the case company, its product support, its dealers and the 
customers. The interviews have been carried out with a low structure, just 
because the interviewed were able to answer with broad and wide answers 
in their area of expertise. The interviews have been with people with 
relevant positions and knowledge.  

As a complement for the gathering of empirical data, documents from the 
case company have been used as well as observations. 

 

2.6 Reliability, validity and generalization 

Reliability is a measure in how an authentic a method turns out to be and 
how thorough the processing of data is. High reliability is achieved when 
different independent measurements of the same subject, result in identical 
or similar results (Holme and Solvang, 1997).  

In the process of gathering data, there is no easy way to avoid that some 
errors or incorrect information interfere. It is the researcher’s responsibility 
to make sure that the errors are as small as possible. If the information has a 
low reliability, the data cannot be used to answer the questions at issue 
(Holme and Solvang, 1997). 

Validity proposes other quality aspects in a research or measurement than 
the reliability. Reliable information is not enough, if the used information 
measures something that has nothing to do with the core objectives of the 
study, the results will not answer the stated questions and will not provide 
the correct data to solve the task. High validity is when the researcher is 
measuring what was intended to measure. This means that the researcher has 
to be sure of what to measure right from the start to gain high validity. To 
secure validity of observations and interviews the researcher can compare 
the answers and observations with official data (Patel and Davidsson, 2011).  
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Generalization is of significant importance when a scientific study is 
conducted to enable that the specific results of a study can be generalized to 
other situations than the specific case. 

The reason why generalization is of such importance to the quantitative 
researchers is their tendency to impersonate the natural science and its 
methods and views. A qualitative study on the other hand meets criticism 
because of the implication of empirical data often includes observations and 
interviews, and cannot be generalized to other situations and environments 
(Bryman, 1997). 

To ensure that the level of reliability and validity in the case study is as high 
as possible, several actions have been executed. The authors have selected 
several candidates with relevant knowledge to certify that the empirical data 
is as correct as possible. The same questions have been asked to several 
candidates to ensure reliability. To make sure that no false information was 
used, the authors both documented and recorded the interviews. Due to the 
specific limitations of the case study, the authors have ensured clear 
objectives and this did increase the validity of this study. With a distinct 
final aim of the research the authors have a clear path and how to process 
with the procedure. The deductive approach in the early stages of this study, 
gives the authors theoretical knowledge of the subject and this may also 
increase its validation.  

The generalization of the case study could be questioned because of the 
qualitative methods and specific situation. However it is in the author’s 
intention that the result of this case study could work in other situations 
where similar conditions and problems exist.  
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3. Theory 
 

This chapter will describe the selection of relevant theories, which will be 
the theoretical foundation of this research. The chosen theories will then be 
applied to construct the analysis model.   

 
 

3.1 Communication 
The word communication comes from the Latin word “Communicare”, 
which translates to, “something is going to be mutual and combined”. It 
means that we inform and share our experiences, feelings, actions and values 
(Nilsson and Waldemarson, 2007). 

Communication has been recognized as a vital aspect and several scientists 
state that the fundament for organizations is communication. The 
communicative relationships are of great significance when it comes to how 
an organization functions in structure, culture and practical matters (Larsson, 
2014). 

Communication is a word with several meanings, it can be explained as 
contact in general, conversations between different groups on the street or a 
text message. It can also explain organizations planned and structured 
contact network, needed to maintain a functional interplay with different 
groups both internally and externally (Larsson, 2014). Larsson (2014) state 
that there are mainly two different types of communication: transmission 
and ritual. The transmission can be defined in terms of imparting, 
transmitting and giving information to others. Ritual communication can be 
described as communication that focuses on the integration between humans 
to create commonness and community. 

Communication is one of the most vital and significant activities that exist in 
a work situation. A study done by Armour (1998) where he examines what 
impact poor communication results in time waste during a 40-hour 
workweek. The result of this study showed that 14% was waste occurring 
due to poor communication between staff and management. One important 
addition for the communication theory is to try identifying communication 
as a process.  

To simplify such a complex process as communication, it can summarize 
into transferring, forwarding of information from one point to another. 
Communication can often be seen as a two-way communication process 
where there is an exchange of thoughts, opinions or information, whether it 
is done through speech, writing or signs. The participants have often some 
sort of agreement on the goals, reason and form of communication. Studies 
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of communication include the field of sociology, linguistics and media and 
communication science. Once this transfer takes place via electronic media 
it is referred to the technical aspects of this telecommunications (Harris, 
2002). 

A simple model of communication is: a content of thoughts expressed 
verbally, for example, a communications participant. The expressions from 
the participant serve as a signal to the other communication participants, 
who in turn translate the signal to a given content. Then that person has the 
knowledge to give any kind of response and feedback. For communication 
to be considered to have taken place, it is not enough that the signal or 
information, received without the presumption that there has been some sort 
of change, or the start of the process of the receiving participant. Only then it 
is considered a common, sharing has begun. Therefore no communication 
has been taking place as long as the forwarded information in the unaltered 
state only reached a hard drive, a bookshelf or the automatic answering 
machine's storage (Harris, 2002). 

 
 

3.2 Continuous improvements  
 

Continuous improvements are an improving method for identifying 
opportunities and reduce waste to create a streamlining work process. The 
practice emerged by the concepts of Lean, Agile and Kaizen. It all started 
back in Japan in the 1950s. Back then the Japanese manufacturers had a 
struggle with their poor quality on their products but through the Japanese 
culture and systematical thinking they turned everything around. In the 
1970s Japan was the world leaders in creating low-cost, quality products, 
which lead to dominate the markets of automobile, telecommunications and 
consumers electronics. Continuous improvements have its origin in the 
Japanese culture and the endeavor after discipline, obedience and harmony. 
The method has its fundamentals in participation and a visible leadership, 
where the organization managers’ activity leads the way and creates 
conditions to push for improvements.  

Now, the Western companies had to do something radical to keep up with 
Japan’s rampaging turning point. The evolvement lead to that the Western 
companies started to copy the Japanese philosophy. Nowadays thousands of 
companies around the world have implemented the philosophy of 
continuous improvements (Ashkenas, 2012).  

In most organizations today there is some kind of conducted systematic 
improvement or transformation work established. They are often included in 
programs such as total quality, operation development, TQM, Six Sigma, 
etc. You may find that the interest for continuous improvements has 
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increased over time. The reason for the increased interested in this ideology 
are a lot of factors. One of the main factor is the rapidly change of society, 
due to new technology, internationalization and the multicultural 
development. Customers demand has become more demanding, the inquiry 
of a personalization of products and service has also increased, while 
simultaneously the provided products and service has become more 
complex. Manage of organizations has also changed, major parts of the 
created value is either purchased externally or outsourced. The demands 
from the board and shareholders, for a profitable organization and a cost-
effective process are very important while the competition increases in 
markets (Sörqvist, 2014).  

Continuous improvement has gained a lot of popularity due to its flexibility 
and less formal approach compared to Lean and Agile method. However 
more companies have changed their focus towards a more formal approach 
to projects and process management, with the methodology of Lean and 
Agile. In every Lean and Agile methodologies, continuous improvement has 
a vital part of the ideology, in addition to gain a high customer service 
standards and the reduction of waste (Ashkenas, 2012). 

The number one way to reduce operating overhead is to constantly work to 
improve their business, which is the main idea with continuous 
improvements. A streamlined workflow helps to increase the efficiency, 
save time and reduces the operation costs (Sörqvist, 2014). 

 

3.3 Knowledge management 

Knowledge is a vital key resource for a competitive advantage towards other 
organizations. Therefore, the outcome in modern business has come to 
creating, transferring and utilizing knowledge in the best possible way. 
Handzic and Zhou (2005) states that the growing demand for professional 
knowledge workers with a specialized knowledge management and 
leadership skills, are of a major importance for organizations to keep high 
competiveness in an ever-changing global environment and the new 
economy.  

The Knowledge management concept started to develop in the beginning of 
the 1990s. The fundamental purpose of the concept is to organizing an 
organization’s information and knowledge (Holdt Christensen, 2003).  

The definition of Knowledge management by Businessdictionary (2016): 

“Strategies and processes designed to identify, capture, structure, value, 
leverage and share an organization’s intellectual assets to enhance its 

performance and competiveness” 
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Knowledge creation is a successive process of adding value through 
innovations to the already known knowledge. This result in more knowledge 
we absorbed and possess, more likely it is that we create, transfer and 
distribute our knowledge. An Al-Hawamdeh (2003) state there is a strong 
link between an economics success and the advanced knowledge creation 
and innovation. Further Al-Hawamdeh (2003) says that an organization 
ability to translate the in-house knowledge into products and services is the 
key factor in knowledge management and the economic success. The term 
Knowledge-based economy basically means that the recognition of 
knowledge has lead the focus to information and knowledge professionals, 
which is a major driver of productivity and economics growth. The 
importance of technology and learning activities in the new economy has 
also had a great impact on this method, due to the increased faith in 
knowledge and innovations.  

The involved parts in knowledge management are; lessons learned 
databases, expertise location and communities of practice. However the 
most obvious and overall point is the make information available to the 
members of the organization through different channels with the use of 
content management systems (Koenig, 2012) 

 

3.4 Lean administration 

For decades lean manufacturing has shown it has great potential to improve 
production environments in various industrial sectors, helping organizations 
to improve productivity and performance by reducing waste. The realization 
of that the lean methods can and will offer a way to streamline and reduce 
waste in administrative processes and gain great improvement in business 
efficiency (2005 ,The new improvement frontier). 

Further Larsson (2010) states that Lean is not only a method to create 
continuous improvements in a company’s manufacturing processes it can be 
used in several areas. The methods and the core philosophy and its tools can 
and should be used for administrative processes as well. 

For several manufacturing companies the problematic with sustain and 
implement qualitative programs within office environments have been 
proven to be difficult and tends to not achieve its purpose. Where all office 
functions can be estimated to represent 60-80 percent of the lead-time, it is 
essential for these functions to perform effectively if the company wants to 
remain competitive according to the journal ‘The new improvement frontier’ 
(2005). 

Lean can be used with same great results on administrative processes and 
divisions such as; Economy, Human resources, Purchase, Support and IT. 
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The objective is to increase the value within the organization and decrease 
all forms of administrative waste. A prerequisite to succeed with Lean 
administration is to have the approach that all processes and functions within 
a company have a customer. This means that all functions within an 
organization belongs to the same network with intern- and external 
customers that all depends on each other to fulfill its tasks (Larsson, 2010). 

Since Lean manufacturing have its roots in manufacturing, it is 
understandable that companies have limited understanding of its practice 
outside of manufacturing. But all functions that are being driven by human 
rely on processes, which create both value and waste, the problematic part is 
to find these well-hidden processes. These processes can with a lean 
approach be highlighted and the waste and defects can be reduced leaving 
the value stream improved. (The new improvement frontier, 2005) 

Lean administration is a customer-demand improvement concept, where the 
organizations objective is to increase the customer satisfaction by only 
focusing on what creates value for the customer. Lean administration 
executes in a systematic and concise way with both quantitative and 
qualitative methods. The goal is to satisfy the customer with a result that is 
well defined, produced with high service, high quality and as small use of 
resources as possible (Larsson, 2010). 

 

3.5 Administrative processes 

According to Bergman and Klefsjö (2010) a company can be described as a 
network of processes. They continue to describe that there are various ways 
to separate different processes. There are mainly three different types: 

Main processes – The main process function is to fulfill the external 
customer´s needs and refine the products that the company offers. 

Support processes- The support processes function is to provide the main 
processes with resources, information and support.  

Management processes- The management processes function is to make 
strategic planning, implementation and improvement in the main and 
support processes. 

The support and management processes are also called administrative 
processes, they do not generally provide any physical output more than 
information and data or decisions. Administrative support processes are 
usually made of support processes to the core business such as, finance, 
human resources and customer service (Rivas and Larsson, 2010). A main 
difference between administrative processes and main processes is that it is 
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easier to see the physical flow in the main process for example a 
manufacturing process (Larsson, 2008). 

The main processes in a manufacturing company include for example, 
product development processes and production processes, which are 
managing material and refining it. The different processes within a company 
are all part of the same network and have a customer and a supplier, both 
internally and externally. The administrative processes provide the 
manufacturing processes with information in forms of orders, blueprints or 
other data. The administrative processes are often placed in different 
departments within the company and have specific tasks such as Economy, 
human resources or IT (Bergman and Klefsjö, 2010). 

 

3.6 Administrative waste 

Administrative waste is defined as processes that generate no value to 
internal customers. Rivas and Larsson (2011) state that one major reason for 
administrative waste grows lies in the approach of respect in external and 
internal customers. An external customer is much more respected than the 
internal customer, which often is a factor where deadlines etc. are not being 
met. This approach leads to administrative waste in forms of redundant 
information and overlapping reports. 

Further Keyter and Loche (2004) explain that there are two categories of 
actions involved when a company makes or designs a specific product, and 
these actions are: 

• Actions that creates value for the external customer 

• Actions that create no value to external customer but are currently vital to 
support the processes that do. 

A significant part of the administrative processes belongs to the second 
group. They are required to support the main processes, but generate no 
direct value to external customers. For a company Lean administration is 
vital, especially if the company has implemented Lean methods in 
manufacturing. For the Lean thinking to success within the organization you 
must win over the administration. There is often a gap between what the 
core business views as important areas for support and what the 
administrative support process is focusing on. This poor understanding 
results in an imbalance in the customer demand and the administrative 
services that are being produced (Rivas and Larsson, 2010) 

For most companies the cost, service and quality of administrative processes 
are hidden from the end customer and have very little to do with the direct 
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serving of the customer. This has led to that there are few or no tools to 
evaluate waste, in comparison to production which has several tools and 
metrics to evaluate waste (Keyter and Loche, 2004). 

 

3.7 Change Management. 

Change management is becoming more and more essential for 
manufacturing companies. The ever-changing market demands require 
changes in processes within the company, a change management model is 
vital to remain competitive (Ayhan et al, 2013). Further (Garg et al, 2008) 
states that managing change is the single most important issue for a 
manufacturing company. Change management can be described as the 
process of handling the people side of the business change, to meet the 
requested outcome of the business change. Absence of proper change 
management techniques and methods results in business changes that do not 
meet the organizational objectives.  

Garg (et al, 2008) states that change in any given organization is a 
transformation process. To make a change, traditional measures and work 
methods needs to be controlled and replaced by empowered workforce. 
Change management consists of several connected and linked areas, each 
that must be managed and recognized individually to generate in successful 
management. Areas that are inflicted by change include technology, 
organizational structure, people and culture. The areas mentioned above 
cover every aspect of organizational change and are vital from a practical 
point of view. The most important aspect in the process of change 
management is “resistant to change” and this is vital to be managed to 
achieve success. Change management is facilitated by change agents, 
leadership, innovations, and drivers of change, flow of information, 
openness and resistance to change. (Ayhan et al, 2013). 

 

Manufacturing systems are the ones who are most affected by changes, 
mostly because of the rapid development in technology. But technology is 
not the only factor that affects manufacturing companies. Other factors are: 
Customer expectations, manufacturing processes, managerial techniques and 
environmental issues are also factors that can affect a manufacturing 
company. These changes that occur are not static and evolves in time, it is 
important for manufacturing companies to evaluate a comprehensive change 
management model to manage this changes (Ayhan et al, 2013). 
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3.8 Deposition model  
 

In this chapter the authors will present an analysis model of the theoretical 
and empirical factors, which are linked to the different states of the case 
study. The model is designed by the authors in a way to answer the problem 
discussion. The deposition model is a part of the dispositional model but it 
shows the information in detail such as visual the structure and its guidelines 
of the empirical data and in which areas that is in relation.  

 

 

 

 

 

Iden9fy	
the	current	state	

• Mapping	the	informa9on	flow	
• Gathering	of	emperical	data	

Analyze	the	
current	state	

• Analyze	the	informa9on	flow		
• Discuss	what	an	ideal	future	state	
would	look	like	

Conclusion		

• Present	a	result	over	the	current	
state	and	enlighten	the	faults	

• Discuss	the	result	

Figure 4 - Deposition model overview 
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4. Empirical data 
 

In this chapter the authors will present the empirical data gathered in this 
case study. The reader will be introduced to the case company’s 
organization, history and the different administrative processes that are 
used. The presented data is collected by interviews, documents and 
observations. All data have been discussed by the author’s supervisor and 
confirmed by the case company.  
 

4.1 Company description 

The case company is an independent business area within a large business 
group. The headquarter is situated in Ljungby and the production site is 
located nearby. 

The case company provides cargo handling solutions and services to ports, 
terminals distribution centers and heavy industries. The company is 
forerunner in the fields of terminal automation and energy efficient-
container handling. 

The case company offers cargo handling equipment, automation, software 
and services. The equipment portfolio includes carriers, terminal tractors, 
yard cranes, ship to shore cranes, reachstackers, empty container handlers 
and forklift trucks. At the end of 2014 the company had more than 5200 
employees in 30 countries, where the largest were in United States, 
Malaysia, Sweden, Finland and China to name a few. 

 

4.2 Overview  

At the case company there is a unit named Technical support. In this 
division, seven people work actively with serving and assisting customer’s 
claims and problems. Tommy Karlsson (2016-03-9), the manager over this 
unit explains that every employee has one specific region and product, 
where they are the specialists on. The employee’s within the technical 
support unit work with claims that mainly come in forms of email and phone 
calls from technicians and customers from different markets. The technical 
support unit is located at the manufacturing plant in an office nearby. The 
seven employees have their work place close to each other so they can 
communicate easily, which Tommy Karlsson states is a very good thing for 
shorter information exchange. Tommy explains further that the purpose of 
this unit is to handle issues that the field technicians cannot handle by them 
self. Less complicated issues are to be solved by the field technicians on site 
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and are not supposed to reach this unit. The customers have to contact the 
Product support unit who will assist them with a technician.   

Product lifetime care (PLC) is a cross functional unit whereas issues that 
have been reported frequently are being registered and processed by a 
project group. Tommy continuous to say that this group’s mission is to 
handle and locate construction and system faults on their products. He 
explains that the group has a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for safety 
related matters which should have a solution in a 2 weeks’ period and non-
safety related issues has an 8 weeks target. The current lead time for non-
safety related issues are 31,5 weeks.  

The majority of the employees at the technical support unit have a 
background working within the company’s production site. Meaning they 
have during the working years within production gained a lot of knowledge 
and understanding of the products and how they are constructed. In the 
current working situation there is no communicated way of how the 
information should flow on the Swedish market and there are no routines 
regarding storing of information and knowledge. 

Figure 5 illustrate the organizational flowchart with focus on the technical 
support unit. The flowchart illustrates both the Swedish and US market with 
the responsible technical support employee.  
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Figure 5 - Organization chart 
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4.3 What is the case company’s problem with the communication and    
information exchange?  

In this chapter the authors will present the empirical data that where 
gathered by interviews with the employees at the case company.  

 
 
4.3.1 Swedish market 

The Swedish market has an essential part of the company’s sales numbers. 
For many years the Swedish market has been a steady and solid market for 
the case company. The company has been market leaders for some time in 
this segment due to loyal customers and a strong brand. (Tommy Karlsson 
2016-03-08). The Swedish market and the information flow is built upon the 
layout shown in figure 1, where the external product support company 
works as a filter to sort out and provide information to the technical support 
unit and vice versa. The technical support needs information and feedback 
from the market to evolve and improve their products, which the external 
product support company intercepts with their close collaboration with 
customers and field technicians. 

 
Figure 1 - Information flow in the Swedish market 

   

“The main problem with the Swedish market, and how it operates, is that I 
get calls and emails from everyone all the time” says Dennis Gustavsson 
(2016-03-08), who’s responsible for the Swedish market. He explains the 
situation further that he gets calls from customers with minor problems, 
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problems that are not that complex and could be solved by a field technician. 
Tommy Karlsson (2016-03-08) explains the complicity with the Swedish 
market as factors in culture, geographical location, close relations and old 
habits. Due to the size of Sweden, the geographical distance between 
customers/ field technicians and the location of the technical support is not 
always that far. If a problem occurs technicians sometimes pass by instead 
of using the phone and call. Tommy (2016-03-08) says that the field 
technicians in the Swedish market have a tight relationship with the 
technical support and instead of using the external product support company, 
they use their good relations and call technical support directly. This has its 
roots in old habits and gives the fastest response to the customers in their 
opinion. Dennis Gustavsson (2016-03-08) states that solving basic problems 
for technicians, that the products support unit, can manage and solve 
increase of course the customer satisfaction. But on the other hand it takes a 
lot of time to handle these cases, time that is needed for more advanced and 
complex customer problems.  

A few years back we came to understand that this really was a problem for 
the personnel at technical support (Tommy Karlsson, 2016-03-08). They 
were drowning in calls and emails from technicians all over the Swedish 
market and did not get the time they needed for the more complex issues, 
this led to an increase in response time. The company decided to instate an 
external product support company whose main purpose is to function as a 
filter and sort out the more complex problem and forward these to the 
technical support. While the less complex problems were to be solved by 
them self and not let these reach technical support (Tommy Karlsson, 2016-
03-08). Michael Westerberg (2016-03-08) the head of the product support 
unit in Sweden states that, we have seen an improvement with this filter 
function, but still, there is some technicians that is not following the correct 
steps. They are still doing what they always have been doing, calling and 
emailing their contacts at technical support, and it that way the filtration 
does not fully work. 

Michael continuous to say that the issue is not only that the information does 
not follow the correct steps, but the information that comes from the 
technicians is not easy to handle. It is not in any way standardized, this leads 
to that it often takes both time and effort to figure out what the real problem 
is.  

Dennis (2016-03-03) estimates that 70-80 percent of the received emails do 
not fully contain a correct description or information regarding the problem 
and product. This leads to email contact back and forth until the required 
information is sufficient to start the process. Dennis gives the authors an 
example of a how a common email could look like, “The gearbox is 
broken”. 
This information is in no way sufficient to start a troubleshooting; the 
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required information needs to obtain model, serial number, running hours 
and more specific fault description. 

According to Michael Westerberg and Dennis Gustavsson (2016-03-03) 
there is no standardized way of working with documenting previous cases 
and solutions. Neither incoming vital information nor feedbacks about the 
company’s defected products are being documented. Dennis explains further 
that when several issues are reported with the same defects regarding the 
same products, a special group of people of different expertise is gathered. 
The group consists of people with knowledge in areas of Research & 
Development, Construction, Technical support and Quality. The mission 
with this group is to solve the reported defect and make a structured report 
of the reason of the defect and a solution to the problem. Dennis continuous 
to say that this report is the only thing in the product supports process that is 
documented in a standardized way, with help of a standardized product issue 
form. This process is called PLC (Product Lifetime Care).  

Michael Westerberg (2016-03-08) explains that one reason the information 
chain is insufficient is that there is a lack of knowledge from technicians 
who is on site. They are not properly educated about the company’s way of 
working. And are stuck in their old patterns and ways of working, this is 
problematic when it comes to the areas of documentation and 
standardization he implies. They have no interest in doing something that 
can and will take longer time to solve the problem for the customers. They 
do not see the bigger picture, they just want to solve the problem. 
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4.3.2 US market 

In the US market the case company is using dealers to provide both sales 
and services for the customers, mainly to cover the large geographical area. 
The dealers are selling the machines and are giving own service guarantees 
and policies. This means that the dealers have the responsibility to serve and 
provide parts and solutions to any given problem that may occur on the 
products. If a problem or defect arises the customer is to contact the dealer’s 
service department for guidance and assistance. In a majority of cases the 
dealer’s technicians have enough knowledge and capability to solve the 
reported problem. Lars (2016-03-03) explains that if they can’t solve the 
problem they turn to the case company’s external Product support unit in the 
US market. When there is a problem with a product that the Product support 
unit do not have enough knowledge about or suspicions that it might by a 
construction or design related problem they contact Technical support unit in 
Sweden for expertise.  

The information flow in the US market is in some way idealistic says 
Tommy Karlsson (2016-03-03). There is almost no contact from end-
customers and the information and communication goes from customer to 
dealers and to the US Product support office. This helps us to keep the down 
the number of emails and calls says Lars (2016-03-08). The customer knows 
where they should turn when a problem occurs and the dealers also know 
how to assist and when they should forward an issue. The customers are 
familiar with the hierarchy and in what direction to forward an issue, this 
gives the Technical support worker more time to solve complex issues.  The 
information flows as illustrated in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 - Information flow in the US market 
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“I have never been in direct contact with an end-customer or a field 
technician” states Lars Rosenqvist (2016-03-03) who is working within the 
Technical support unit, with responsibility over the US market. He explains 
further that his main responsibility lies in assisting product support with 
claims and product support matters. He is only in contact with the external 
product support unit in the US market. 
 
Lars (2016-03-03) continuous to point out the reasons why the US market 
works so well, it is due to the factors of hierarchy and culture. The 
development and implementation of the way of working in the US market 
has been done in a correct way from the start. Everyone in the 
communication chain knows where they should turn to get accurate and 
correct help.  

Lars (2016-03-03) explains that the information that is distributed and 
received is not documented. There is no systematic way of work or software 
program where the employees of Product support and Technical support can 
store information about problems and claims.  

“We are using our email-history as a database” he continuous to say. There 
is no such thing as a mutual database, or a database at all. All the 
information is in the heads of the employees at the Technical support. It 
happens that whenever a problem with one of the products occurs, then the 
technical support might recognize the problem, and also know that it has 
been solved before. The only way to search for old issues is through the 
email history, but then you will have to have the right key words, but once 
again, it takes a lot of time. Then the employee has to solve it from the start 
once again. There is no standardized way of documentation, it is only when 
the matter becomes a PLC investigation that documentation is started. 

Tommy Karlsson (2016-03-03) states that this is a problem that the company 
has in every stage of the information and communication chain. There has 
never been a database for this type of information. There is knowledge and 
solutions within the dealerships and between the employees at the technical 
support but it is something that is not shared and this is a major problem. A 
lot of knowledge goes missing because of the lack of a database. Knowledge 
is not being stored, and because of that it can’t be shared other than vocally.  

The lack of documentation makes it hard for us to use key numbers and 
statistics to see improvements in the work of the technical support. You 
cannot measure something if you do not have the correct data and statistics 
says Tommy Karlsson (2016-03-08).  
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5. Results and analysis 
Henceforth in this chapter the authors will present an answer to the 
research question. 

The purpose with this case study is to help the authors to increase their 
general understanding in how information and communication flows. How it 
flows between a technical support unit in a manufacturing company towards 
their customers and dealers.  

To answer this, the authors have used the research question:  

 

How can a standardized external information flow increase the efficiency of 
administrative processes and reduce the administrative losses?  

 

To increase the efficiency and reduce the administrative waste the company 
must concentrate on several processes and subjects. The authors will present 
them as follows. 

 

• Communication 

• Change management 

• Standardization 

• Knowledge management 

• Documentation 

• Lean administration 

 

Communication has been recognized as a vital aspect and several scientists 
state that the fundament for organizations is communication (Larsson, 
2014). The absence of communication from the case company to its 
customers, technicians and dealers has led to the current problematic 
situation. The management knows the correct way of the information flow, 
but it has not been communicated out towards their customers and dealers. 
The model has not been successfully communicated in the Swedish market 
by the management. Armour (1998) states that communication is one of the 
most vital and significant activities that exist in a work situation, and at the 
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case company there are several processes that the lack of communication 
from the management creates problems. One of the main problems is that 
the customer and field technician does not follow the information flowchart, 
meaning they do not follow the correct steps. They have not got the correct 
information regarding whom to turn to when a problem occurs. This is a 
result of poor communication from the case company. 

Garg et al. (2008) states that managing change is the single most important 
issue for a manufacturing company, and absence of proper change 
management actions results in business changes that do not meet up to the 
organizational objectives. The absence of proper change management 
techniques have resulted in the given current situation for the company were 
the actions required to implement the new way of working have failed. The 
customers and field technicians unwillingness to change their old ways of 
working and communicate also creates a problematic scenario. 
This can be related to theories within Change management and the topic of 
resistance to change (Aylan et al, 2013). Whereas one of the roles the 
management have is to be able to make decisions in change and continuous 
improvements and manage resistance to change. 

The same connection can be drawn to the lack of documentation from the 
technicians on site. They do as they always have done, a way that suits them 
and in their opinion gets the shortest response time. The lack of 
documentation and correct information about the claims leads to email back 
and forth until the given problem is stated, this is administrative waste 
defined (Keyter and Loche, 2004). To facilitate this problem a standardized 
issue form with obligated fields that must be filled in correct way before 
forwarding the issue. The obligated fields should contain information such 
as model and serial number and a clear description of the problem. This 
standardized form will make sure that the document contains the correct 
information. Sörqvist (2014) states by having standardized routines are ideal 
to achieve control over the company’s financial standings and lower the 
costs. The routines has to be easy to execute and with large variations.  The 
technical support has no clear guidelines for prioritizing regarding incoming 
claims. There are in two different cases when the technical support prioritize 
customer claims, those are, safety claims or if an email have an alerting 
subject. Otherwise they work after their work description. The solution to 
this problem is the standardize form which can be seen in appendix 4. 

In the current state neither the customers, technicians or the product support 
workers have the correct information and knowledge of the correct steps of 
the information flow. All parties know the issue and the information 
flowchart is known to the managers at the case company, but has not been 
successfully communicated and implemented on the Swedish market. The 
dealers and Product support needs to start documenting both problems and 
solutions in an internal database.  Larsson (2010) and Keyter and Loche 
(2004) state that action such as documenting information improves the 
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efficiency and will create value to the customer. Also Al-Hawamadeh 
(2003) continuous to state the importance of the right management of in-
house knowledge is a key factor to increase the economic success for a 
company. The company needs a well functioned documentation process to 
decrease their response time towards the customers. The documented 
information also needs to be shared between each of the hierarchy steps, so 
the right conditions are given to the right people in the customer service 
steps.  

The fundamental problem in this case study, in the perspective of the 
technical support, is the lack of the standardized documentation and storage 
of data. This leads to information that is not sufficient and a lot of extra 
work which results in a long response time. Furthermore the absence of an 
internal database where the employees at Technical support can share their 
knowledge and documentation problem and solutions to easier address a 
quick answer.  

As the theory applies regarding lean administration, a lot of manufacturing 
companies who have implemented the lean methods and tools in their 
manufacturing do not fully adapt the lean philosophy within the whole 
organization (Larsson, 2010). The same situation is current at our case 
company, lean methods have been implemented within the manufacturing, 
but not much has been done in the administrative processes. The 
communication chain and the information flow from customers and field 
technicians to technical support and the administrative work within this 
process have not much in common with the Lean administrative way of 
working. There is no standardized way of working. There is no outspoken 
philosophy of continuous improvements. The administrative processes in 
our case are the support processes, which include both management 
processes and customer support, mainly customer support. The 
administrative processes are to provide the main processes with resources, 
information and support (Bergman and Klefsjö, 2010). The information 
regarding product support, which the technical support is gathering during 
their direct contact with customer claims, is essential to the company’s main 
processes. 

The result of this analysis comes down to the lack of documentation from 
customers/field technicians. If there were a pronounced standardized way of 
documenting the customer claims and issues from the start, the information 
would be accurate and administrative waste would decrease. Therefore a 
good solution to answer the research question is to use the standardized 
issue form that can be seen in appendix 4. 
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6. Discussion and conclusion 
 

Since the root of the problem lies in the lack of standardization and the 
knowledge in whom to address the problem to, the first action should be to make 
sure the information that comes from the customers is correct. It does not really 
matter who the information gets forwarded to, if the information is incorrect and 
insufficient. It has come to our understanding that the US and Swedish market 
works in two different ways, which is quite spectacular. The case company 
strives to have the same working environment as prevailing in the US market and 
implement the same model to the Swedish market. To reach this the company 
needs to take control over the situation and need to communicate with their 
customers and product support unit to inform them what is need to be changed. 
A clear information flow hierarchy needs to be established and shared so 
everyone knows the new format. We can see a lot of perks with a clear flow 
chart, the less complex phone calls will decrease and the technical support will 
get their time they need to solve more complex issues. Of course this 
implementation will take a while till it is fully implemented and followed by the 
customers and field technicians. What we can see and in conversation with the 
case company they agree, a change is needed. 

 Dennis Gustavsson (2016-03-08) at the technical support unit raises an alert 
with this implementation. “I think we will lose customers when we don’t give 
them the service that they used to have, to call the support whenever they have 
any problems with their products”.  

Tommy Karlsson (2016-03-08) agrees that Dennis has a point, “But still we need 
to do something about this situation, it is not a sustainable situation”. 

We can just agree with Tommy but we also understand the concerns that Dennis 
has. We understand that customers like to do what they always have been doing 
and to change this pattern will take some time and also create some resistance 
from the customers. But to keep the high branding and good reputation that our 
case company possesses they need to make a change to keep their loyal customer 
basis and in that way keep their market shares.  The changes that will be made 
will as we pointed out, affect the customers during the implementation, there will 
be new ways of communication and the old patterns routines must be changed. 
There might be times of confusion and refuse to change but we believe that you 
will overcome this with good communication. This will result in a 
communication and information flow that will contain correct information that 
will ease the problem solving and shorter the response time.  
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The long response time is something that the customers are not satisfied with, 
but because of the high percentage of the solution ratio it is something that they 
accept at this moment. The US market where the Product support unit works 
properly as a filter has shorter response time in general compared to the Swedish 
market. The Swedish market on the other hand where information flows without 
any clear direction, the response time is a bit longer. Due to the development of 
the present market, after sales and customer support are essential to maintain a 
competitive position. 

 Sörqvist (2014) states that the technology and knowledge in a streamline 
process has increased radically in the past years due to the urge of from the 
shareholders to be profitable. The case company has a well functioned and 
developed manufacturing process whit a lean approach, but the same efforts have 
not been done regarding the external informational and communication process. 
This is mostly due to the lack of knowledge in the lean administrative processes 
and how it affects the organization’s profit and the branding. As Larsson (2010) 
states most manufacturing companies has implemented some sort of lean 
thinking in the manufacturing process but not further in the administrative 
processes. This is exactly what has happened in our case company.  

To address the administrative waste problem we will use the definition for 
administrative waste “Processes that generate no value to customers”. This 
definition we can apply for the whole information and communication flow in 
the Swedish market. Where to many resources are put in and way to long email 
communication take place due to lack of correct information. A solution to this 
problem, as we stated in the result chapter, a standardized form with obligated 
fields that has to be filled in correct by the field technician. This will lead to a 
decrease in email communication and a shorter respond time when the technical 
support has the right information at the start. It is important that the employees of 
the technical support unit are well aware of that they are the face of the 
company, towards customers. This means that they have a responsibility to live 
up to the company’s visions and missions. When we interviewed the people at 
the technical support unit this was something that everyone requested and have 
wanted for some time. We believe this change will lead to a positive outcome 
from the customers, with clear directive and a standardized form so they know 
exactly what kind of information the technical support needs to proceed with the 
case. Again, some resistance and implementation time will be needed, but if the 
management will implement this at the right time and with the right approach the 
implementation will be more effective. The standardize process should start at 
the beginning, meaning that the customer/technician should have access to form 
when he address the issue to Product Support. Then it is up to the filtration 
process at the technical support if the matter should proceed to technical support 
or be solved by a field technician.  
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It is quite interesting that the case company sees the US market as idealistic 
when it comes to the information flow. The authors can only agree that when it 
comes to how information flows, the US market works better when it comes to 
follow the communication chain.  There is a well communicated and 
implemented way of working regarding the information flow. There are no 
shortcuts, as there is to be found in the Swedish market. The customers have to 
follow the “communication chain”. The customer needs to contact the dealer 
regarding a problem on a product and the dealer’s need to search for solutions at 
the product support if their knowledge is insufficient.  

Another aspect of this is the information and knowledge that goes missing and 
stays within the dealerships and customers. Solutions and perhaps matters that 
could be of great importance for the case company stays within the dealers. This 
is something that needs to be considered. There is a vital part of the feedback 
that goes missing, it never reaches the technical support unit. Department such as 
Construction, Quality and R&D goes missing of vital information that is 
important to have knowledge of to improve and develop future products. 
Feedback is a very important thing for any manufacturing company, an 
organization needs feedback for continuously improvements. The result of this is 
difficult to say exactly, but it will for sure effect the development period of a 
new product and also the sustainability of the current products.  

We believe that a solution to this problem would end up in a software program. 
This program would include incoming issues collected in a hub where the issues 
are ranked by incoming date and categorized issue. Then the employees of the 
technical support unit picks there case and a notification are automatically send 
to the customer that the case has been opened. The software should also include 
shared folders where the employees of the technical support share their ideas and 
knowledge with each other. This will lead to that all information regarding 
claims and technical issues will be documented and accessible for all the 
employees in the technical support unit. This action will help the unit to assist 
customer in a more effective and efficient way. When you got software that has 
all these things, KPI’s (such as the amount of cases, response time and feedback 
from customers), measurements and statistics are easy to pick up and use and 
should be used in a productive way, to set up targets and goals for continuous 
improvements.  

We believe this is a first good step in increasing the efficiency in the internal 
documenting sharing. We also believe in sharing this information and knowledge 
towards their dealers and product support companies to decrease the work load 
for them self. There is pros and cons with the information sharing, if the 
company decides to share an amount of information to their product support 
companies the knowledge stays in the company. If they also decide to take it one 
step further and share their knowledge towards an external dealer, their unique 
knowledge and expertise they lose control over the sharing of knowledge. As we 
stated, there are pros and cons with this method, but we believe that sharing 
knowledge towards their product support is a necessary step to take. Then they 
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still have the knowledge in the company and can use their expertise to solve 
complex issues from customers and still get the needed feedback from the 
product support. The cons with this method are that the technical support will 
lose their importance. The result of this will gain the whole organization in both 
the sharing of knowledge but mostly, the response time towards the customers 
issues will decrease, which is the major problem for the case company. Due to 
the fact that our case company is market leading in this segment we can 
understand that the company wants to keep their product knowledge in-house, 
and do not expose their expertise towards the competition. 

In the Swedish market the field technicians possess an enormous amount of 
knowledge about the company’s products. Knowledge that never been 
documented and never been shard towards the company’s different units. The 
company needs to get this knowledge about their products and how they work in 
real situations. The field technicians have years of knowledge and expertise in 
solution on the products. Knowledge that is essential for Construction, R&D and 
technical support divisions. We suggest that monthly meetings with the different 
divisions at the company to discuss solutions and exchange knowledge with each 
other. Because of the importance of the right documentation and communication 
from the very beginning, there lies a great weight on the field technicians. They 
need to have the right education from the start, if they are taught the correct way 
to handle these matters there will be no shortage in the information and it will 
contain correct and structured data from the start. 

To change this everlasting downward spiral the company must implement a new 
way of working. The knowledge about this matter and also the solution lies 
within the company. This is a known problem and has been for quite some time, 
but no one does anything about it. This is troublesome for the company, because 
as we see it, the only thing that can solve this is by proper management.  It would 
take efforts from the management to communicate to all employees and to every 
stage of the communication chain on how it is supposed to work. But with clear 
directions there will be easier for the customers and technicians to provide 
accurate information, and this will result in easier information storing and 
shortage in response time. 
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7. Recommendations 
 

In this chapter the authors will give recommendations for the case problem 
with aspects from previous chapters.  

 

• A clear guidance from the management how the communication and 
information flow should flow.  

• Use the standardized issue form, appendix 4. To assure the needed 
information about the issue is correct.  

• Start sharing basic information and knowledge towards their dealers 
and product support units.  

• One shared database for knowledge and solutions, where statistics 
can be gathered and in that way improves their work methods.  

• Frequently training for the field technicians to help them bring their 
knowledge up to date for new innovations and solutions.   

• Monthly meetings with R&D, Quality, Construction and the 
technical support unit to exchange experience and knowledge what is 
happening with their products in use.  
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Pictures 

Figure 1 - Information flow in the Swedish market. Constructed by the authors. 

Figure 2 - Information flow in the US market. Constructed by the authors. 

Figure 3 - Timeframe of the case study. Constructed by the authors. 

Figure 4 - Analysis model overview. Constructed by the authors. 

Figure 5 - Organization chart. Constructed by the authors. 
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(In Swedish) 

Appendix 3: Interview questionnaire for the Product support unit (In 
Swedish) 
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Appendix 1 - Interview questionnaire for Technical support (In Swedish) 

 
§ Kan du ge oss en kort beskrivning av din arbetsroll här på företaget. 
§ Hur ser kommunikationen ut mellan företaget och era säljbolag i Sverige 

samt Dealers i USA? 
§ Hur ofta är ni i kontakt med era säljbolag samt dealers och hur frekvent 

sker informationsutbytet? 
§ Hur frekvent sker kommunikation med kund? 
§ Hur ser relationen ut mellan säljarna och er? Kunskapsutbyte etc. 
§ Hur sker kommunikationen internt (säljare, kollegor) och externt? 
§ Finns det standardiserade arbetssätt och rutiner? 
§ Hur ser uppdelning av regioner och arbetsroller ut? 
§ Har alla samma ansvar? 
§ Kan alla varandras arbetsuppgifter? 
§ Hur är synen på förbättringar och förbättringsarbete? 
§ Får ni feedback och förslag på förbättringar? 
§ Hur fungerar dokumentation och delning av kunskap? 
§ Hur prioriteras arbetet? 
§ Vad fungerar bra? 
§ Vilka problem ser ni med informationsutbytet?  
§ Vad lägger ni mest tid på inom kommunikationsarbetet? Och, vart anser 

du vara det största problemet inom detta område?  
§ Vad skulle göra informationshanteringen idealisk för att minska ledtiden 

mot kund enligt dig?  
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Appendix 2 - Interview questionnaire for the manager of Technical support 
(In Swedish) 

§ Kan du ge oss en kort beskrivning av din arbetsroll här på företaget. 
§ Hur ser kommunikationen ut mellan företaget och era säljbolag i Sverige 

samt USA? 
§ Hur ofta är ni i kontakt med era säljbolag samt dealers och hur frekvent 

sker informationsutbyte? 
§ Vilken anser du är den största skillnaden på informationsutbytet i Sverige 

jämfört med USA? 
§ Vad tror du dessa skillnader beror på? Kultur, språk?  
§ Hur ofta har ni kontakt med säljarna? 
§ Hur sker kommunikationen? 
§ Finns det standardiserade arbetssätt och rutiner? 
§ Hur ser rollfördelningen ut? 
§ Har alla samma ansvar? 
§ Kan alla varandras uppgifter? 
§ Hur är synen på förbättringsarbete? 
§ Får ni feedback och förslag på förbättringar? 
§ Hur upplever du kompetensen och möjligheterna till utbildning? 
§ Hur fungerar dokumentation och delning av kunskap? 
§ Hur prioriteras arbetet? 
§ Vad fungerar bra? 
§ Vilka problem ser ni med informationsutbytet?  
§ Är tillgängligheten, person -eller system-beroende? Mäts den? 
§ Vad lägger ni mest tid på inom kommunikationsarbetet? Och, vart anser 

du vara det största problemet inom detta område?  
§ Vad skulle göra informationshanteringen idealisk för att minska ledtiden 

mot kund enligt dig?  
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Appendix 3: Interview questionnaire for the Product support unit (In 
Swedish) 

 
• Kan du ge oss en kort beskrivning av din arbetsroll här på Product 

support Scandinavia.  
• Hur ser kommunikationen ut mellan företaget och Product support 

Scandinavia. Hur flödar informationen?  
• Hur ofta är ni i kontakt med slut-tekniker(kund) samt dealers, och 

hur frekvent sker informationsutbyte? 
• Hur sker kommunikationen? 
• Finns det standardiserade arbetssätt och rutiner?  
• Vilken anser du är den största skillnaden på̊ informationsutbytet i 

Sverige jämfört ett annat land som du har insyn över?  
• Vad tror du dessa skillnader beror på̊? Kultur, språk? 
• Får ni feedback och förslag på̊ förbättringar från kund?  
• Hur upplever du kompetensen och möjligheterna till utbildning? 

Finns rätt kompetens inom de olika leden ut mot kund? 
• Hur fungerar dokumentation och delning av kunskap? 
• Vad fungerar bra? 
• Vilka problem ser ni med informationsutbytet? 
• Om ni löser ett ärende, dokumenteras detta? Och i så fall delas 

denna information med till företaget? (Support, sälj, konstruktion 
osv..) 

• Lika så, om Era tekniker löser ärenden, dokumenteras detta och 
distribueras vidare?  

• Finns det någon uttalad respons-tid som ett ärende ska vara 
besvarat på?  

• Skulle ni vilja ha mer information och dokumentation från 
Techsupport från företaget, för att kunna lösa ärenden mer 
självständigt?  

• Vad lägger ni mest tid på inom kommunikationsarbetet? Och, vart 
anser du vara det största problemet inom detta område? 

• Vad skulle göra informationshanteringen idealisk för att minska 
ledtiden mot kund enligt dig? 
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Appendix 4: Product issue registration form 
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